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Gaming personal computers and accessories continue to grow in popularity worldwide.  Demand 
for new and unique aesthetic features by customers can give a PC supplier the competitive edge.  
Disclosed is a method which integrates existing proximity sensor technology into gaming 
keyboards to provide a unique lighting experience. 
 
Current RGB gaming keyboard lighting features include programmable zone-based and per-key 
based RGB backlighting.  Most gaming keyboards include a list of effects such as Color Pulse, 
Rainbow, or Static color zones.  All features are either continuous or require a key on the 
keyboard to be pressed to initiate the effect. 
 
Description 
This method utilizes a flexible proximity sensor film array to detect motion above the keyboard 
to trigger RGB lighting effects.  Flexible proximity sensor film array fabrication is described in 
patent No. WO/2014/050560 and is a non-touch capacitive type sensor.  By integrating this 
technology into the keyboard membrane, an unlimited number of lighting effects can be 
triggered when human hands are moved above the keyboard without physically touching the 
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Proximity sensors can track the fingers and palms as the operator moves across the face of the 
keyboard.  The signals picked up by the proximity sensors will be processed in real-time by an 
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